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ABSTRACT
The strength of the competition plays a significant role in
the efficiency of an online advertising campaign, as well as
in traditional ad campaigns: the presence of a competitor’s
ad makes the customer less likely to buy one’s own product.
Models for keyword auctions usually assume that, for the
advertiser, the value of a click is fixed and independent of
the other sponsored ads in the auctions result. However in
reality, all clicks are not created equal — the ones leading
to a conversion or a purchase are definitely more important.
How is the customer’s decision affected by the set of competing advertisements presented to him? We propose a new
valuation model for keyword auctions that is competitionaware and takes into account the entire set of sponsored
results present in the auction. We study properties of our
model under the two most interesting mechanisms (GSP,
VCG), both analytically and in simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.0 [Information Systems Applications]: General; G.0
[Mathematics of Computing]: General

General Terms
Algorithms, economics, theory

1.

INTRODUCTION

Online search engine advertising is an appealing approach
to highly targeted advertising, and is the major source of revenue for modern web search engines such as Google, Yahoo!
and MSN. The most common setup is as follows: when a user
performs a query at a search engine, he is shown a collection
of organic search results that contains the links the search
engine has deemed relevant to the search, together with a
list of sponsored links, i.e., paid advertisements. If the user
actually clicks on a sponsored link, he will be transferred
to the advertiser’s web site. For each such click, in which
the advertiser receives a potential customer, the advertiser
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pays the search engine. Of course, a click is of little value
to the advertiser unless the user subsequently proceeds to
take an action that results in profit to the advertiser, such
as buying a product, signing up for a mailing list, etc. Such
a user action is called a conversion.
Keyword auctions determine which ads get assigned to
which keywords (search terms) and how much each advertiser pays. Because of the explosive growth of online advertising and the rising economic importance of ad auctions,
a great deal of recent research has focused on developing
mathematical models of these systems, with an eye towards
understanding their equilibria, dynamics and other properties from the perspective of users, advertisers and search
engines [18, 3, 10, 15, 8].
Most keyword auction models assume that each advertisement shown has an inherent click-through rate and conversion rate that depend only on the slot allocated to that
advertisement and on the advertisement itself, regardless of
the other advertisements that are shown. Unfortunately,
this is unlikely to reflect reality because of well-known externality effects: the success of an advertisement depends to
a significant extent on which other advertisements are shown
alongside it. There are three key reasons for this. First, the
consumer has a limited attention span and will likely only
focus attention on a small number of ads and even then, only
in the case that the ads are highly relevant to the consumer’s
goals. Second, high quality, directly competitive ads placed
side by side in response to a query (e.g. ads by both Honda
and Toyota in response to a search on “Japanese cars”) will
reduce the effectiveness of each ad, as the consumer will be
very unlikely to convert on both ads and each diminishes
the appeal of the other. Finally, presenting the consumer
with multiple comparable choices can sometimes lead to indecision or confusion, which in turn may reduce the chance
of a conversion [17]. This phenomenon is well-known across
all forms of advertising. For example, in television advertising, television networks go to great efforts to satisfy their
advertisers by ensuring an allocation of ads to commercial
breaks so that (a) competing advertisements do not appear
in the same commercial break, and (b) there aren’t too many
commercials in a single break [20].
In this paper, we modify the traditional model of sponsored search auctions by introducing a more detailed probabilistic model of user behavior. Our goal is to get a handle on search engine revenue and equilibrium bidding in the
presence of externalities. To our knowledge, this is the first
sponsored search model in which the conversion rate for a
particular ad depends on the set of other ads shown. After

describing our model in Section 2, we study it under the
GSP and VCG mechanisms in Section 3. In Section 3.1 we
prove that it has a pure strategy Nash equilibrium under the
GSP mechanism. In Section 4, we present an experimental
evaluation of properties of the model from the perspective
of the consumer, the search engine and the advertisers. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of our models and propose some alternative directions for
research.
Within the field of economics, there is an extensive literature on externalities, but to our knowledge, none of it is
relevant to the problem we study here. The most closely
related paper that we are aware of is a study by Ghosh and
Mahdian [12] of externalities in online advertising in a setting known as online lead generation, where leads (in the
form of personal information of a potential customer) are
sent to companies or advertisers interested in such leads.
The advertisers then contact the potential customer directly
to offer quotes and information about their service. In their
paper, they present models for externalities in online lead
generation and study the complexity of the winner determination problem and the design of incentive compatible
mechanisms.

2.

MODEL AND DEFINITIONS

2.1

Motivation

We attempt to understand the effects of competitive advertisements by focusing on the most interesting searchers
from the perspective of the advertisers, those who are considering making a purchase. As usual, we assume that the
mechanism in use is the Generalized Second Price mechanism (GSP), with advertisements ranked by revenue (the
product of relevance and bid). The “relevance” rj of ad j
is usually defined as the slot-independent probability that
that particular ad will be clicked on; more broadly, relevance measures the quality of ad i. Thus, a searcher will be
more likely to click on an ad with higher relevance and, more
importantly, more likely to convert on an ad with higher relevance. However, the probability of conversion depends on
the set of ads shown.
In our model, we postulate the following user behavior:
1. Let S be the set of displayed advertisements. We imagine the user’s eyes starting at the top of S and scanning down the list, where the probability of scanning
the ith ad, given that the i − 1st ad has been scanned,
is θi /θi−1 , (with θ0 = 1).

Our description of the user’s eye movement and clicking
behavior is consistent with two key facts. First, the probability that slot i is clicked on in our model is
θ1 (θ2 /θ1 ) · · · (θi /θi−1 )ri = θi ri ,
matching the standard model for the probability that the
ad in slot i gets a click (where θi is the ad-independent
clickthrough rate of slot i and ri is the slot-independent
clickthrough rate of the advertisement allocated to slot i).
Secondly, our model is consistent with eye-tracking studies
that show the probability that a user looks at an ad decays
with the slot number [13, 16]. Our description of the user’s
eye movement and clicking behavior has been studied under
the term ”directional market” in several economics papers [5,
4]. As stated in [4] “the directionality arises due to cognitive
burden as it is cognitively “costlier” for a typical consumer
to visit sellers at the bottom of the list before visiting the
sellers at the top of the listing”.
Our assumption that the probability that the user decides
to make a conversion is RC /RS is based on the theory that
if a user bothers to click on most of the high quality ads
(as measured by the total fraction of relevance clicked on),
he is very seriously interested in what he is doing and more
likely to decide to make a purchase. If a user clicks on only
a small fraction of the high quality ads, he is not a very serious buyer, and may have just been browsing. The findings
of empirical studies [1, 2] show that typically the user goes
through a circular process interacting with multiple search
engine results before making an actual conversion. And finally, given that the user has decided to make a purchase,
we assume that he will choose to make the purchase from
one of the ads he has clicked on and he will purchase from a
particular advertiser a with probability proportional to a’s
quality or relevance.
It is generally accepted in the marketing world that an advertising campaign is more successful in the absence of other
directly competing campaigns. In the sponsored search
realm, this translates to advertisers valuing their entries
more if they are presented together with a set of irrelevant
entries. On the other hand, if their entry is presented alongside similarly or even more relevant advertisements, the effective advertising value is reduced. This is precisely what
happens in our model. The user’s final decision on whether,
and if so, what to buy is dependent on the relevances of
the entire list of sponsored results. The value the advertiser
perceives is proportional to its relative “strength” amongst
the displayed ads. Indeed, a simple calculation shows that
in our model, the probability that a customer converts on
the ad in slot i is

2. Given that the user looks at (scans) the ith ad, the
probability that he actually clicks on it is ri (the relevance of the ad in slot i).
3. Finally, once the user stops looking and clicking,
P let C
be the set of slots clicked on and let RC = i∈C ri .
We postulate that the probabilityPthat the user then
converts is RC /RS , where RS is i∈S ri , the sum of
the relevances of all the displayed ads. Given that a
conversion occurs, the probability that a purchase is
made from advertiser i ∈ C is ri /RC . We assume that
there is only one purchase made.
The model is illustrated in Figure 1.
The motivation for these choices is as follows:

θi ri (RC /RS )(ri /RC ) = P

θi ri2

1≤j≤k

2.2

rj

.

Model

We now formalize the previous discussion.
Definition 1. The externality model for keyword auctions is defined as follows.
• The players and slots:
– A set of n players (advertisers) participate in the
auction where each player i has a private valuation vi for a conversion (an end-user completing
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Figure 1: The Markov chain model for customer clicking behavior is shown on the left. The bold edges
correspond to clicks. The right side shows the customer buying behavior after he has clicked on slots 2, 5
and 9. Here R is the sum of relevances of all the ads displayed.
a transaction through them). Each player i’s ad
has an associated relevance or quality 0 < ri ≤ 1.
– A set of k ≤ n slots with click-through rates
(CTR) θ1 ≥ . . . ≥ θk where θs · r represents the
probability that an advertisement with relevance r
would receive a click when placed in slot s.
– With knowledge of the auction mechanism used
and their own private valuations, each player submits a bid. Player i’s bid is denoted by bi .
• The GSP mechanism:
– computes an allocation π of the slots to k different
players by ranking the players in decreasing order
of ri · bi . Here π(s) is the identity of the player
that is allocated slot s, and has the s highest ri ·bi .
– charges price ps = bπ(s+1) rπ(s+1) /rπ(s) to player
π(s) when the user clicks on his ad.
• The end-user:
– Assuming the mechanism’s output places player
i’s advertisement in slot s, the end-user clicks on
that entry with probability θs · ri . Let RS be the
sum of theP
relevances of the displayed advertisers,
i.e, RS = kj=1 rπ(j) . The probability that a customer converts on player i’s ad, when player i is
in slot s is θs ri RriS .
• Players’ Utility function:
– For an allocation π, the expected utility of player
i in slot s is given by


bπ(s+1) rπ(s+1)
ri vi
Ui,s = θs ri
−
(1)
RS
ri
Intuitively, if every customer clicked on i’s ad, his
revenue per click would be vi ri /RS , as he makes
vi per conversion and a conversion occurs for him
with probability ri /RS . To obtain the formula
above, player i’s payment per click is subtracted
from his revenue and the result is multiplied by
his expected number of clicks.

2.3

Some Properties of the Model

It is worth observing a number of properties of our model.
Externality property. Let ci be the probability of a
conversion on the ad in slot i given a click and let ri be
the relevance of the ad in slot i. Then a simple calculation
dc
dci
shows that dr
> 0 and drji < 0 for i 6= j. In other words,
i
as the quality of ad i increases, the probability of that ad
converting given that it is clicked on increases and the probability of other ads converting given that they are clicked on
decreases. This is what we would expect to happen in the
presence of externalities. Notice also that as ri increases,
the probability of a click on the ad in slot i increases, but
the probability of a click on ads in other slots is unaffected1 .
Too-many-choices property. Let P be the overall probability that the customer ends up buying anything (i.e. condP
can be either
verting on any of the displayed ads). Then dr
i
positive or negative. In particular if ri is one of the higher
quality ads, then P tends to increase as ri increases, whereas
if ri is one of the lower quality ads, it tends to decrease as
ri increases2 .
An explanation for why this might arise in practice is that
it is harder to make a decision when there are many roughly
equivalent choices [17]. Thus, when a higher quality ad’s
relevance increases, it makes the buyer’s task even easier,
whereas when a lower quality ad’s relevance increases, it
makes the buyer’s task more difficult, as he is compelled to
choose among multiple equivalent options.
In Section 5, we will present further discussion of the pros
and cons of this model, as well as present some alternative
models of externalities that could be explored.

3.

MODEL ANALYSIS

We now proceed to analyze GSP and VCG in the new
model. We begin by showing that GSP still has pure Nash
equilibria. It is interesting to note that in the equilibria we
find the winning players may not be the same as the winning
players in the equilibria of the standard model, nor, will
the ordering of the players necessarily be the same. This is
because in our model, relevance plays a more important role,
resulting in players with lower values but higher relevances
1
This latter property is also true in the standard keyword
auction model that does not consider externalities.
2
dP
It’s not quite this simple. The actual expression is dr
=
i
P
2
2
2
(θi ri + j6=i rj (2θi ri − θj rj ))/R .

sometimes winning higher slots than in the standard model.

3.1

The GSP Mechanism

Theorem 2. In the externality model for keyword auctions, under the GSP mechanism, there is a pure Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Our proof is by reduction to the proofs found
in [18, 10]. First sort all players by vi ri2 and label the highest
k − 1 of them as 1, . . . k − 1. Let R̄ = r1 + · · · + rk−1 . Sort
the remaining n − (k − 1) players by decreasing value of
vi ri2 /(R̄ + ri ) and label them as k, . . . , n.
Define wi = vi ri2 /(R̄ + rk ) if i ≤ k and wi = vi ri2 /(R̄ + ri )
otherwise. Note that w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wk and that for
i ≥ k + 1, wi = vi ri2 /(R̄ + ri ) ≤ wk . Let RS = r1 + · · · + rk .
We have

vi ri2 /RS
if 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
wi =
vi ri2 /(RS − rk + ri ) if k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
By definition of our ordering, the wi ’s are monotone decreasing.
For our reduction, consider the standard valuation model
for k slots with player values w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wn under
GSP. By the results of [18, 10] there exist bids ci such that
the allocation which gives slot i to player i is a GSP equilibrium and matches the VCG allocation (defined later). Since
the VCG allocation orders players by their values, the ci ’s
must be monotone decreasing. The expected utility of player
i is θi (wi − ci+1 ).
By the equilibrium conditions, we have:
θi (wi − ci+1 )
θi (wi − ci+1 )
θi (wi − ci+1 )
0

≥ θj (wi − cj+1 )
≥ θj (wi − cj )
≥0
≥ θj (wk+1 − cj )

∀i < j ≤ k
∀j < i ≤ k
∀i ≤ k
∀j ≤ k

Going back to our valuation model, let player i bid bi =
ci /ri . The GSP mechanism sorts the players by decreasing
value of bi ri . In other words, by decreasing value of ci , so
we obtain the allocation where player i is in slot i. The price
per click assigned to this player is going to be bi+1 ri+1 /ri ,
and the expected utility of player i is


bi+1 ri+1
ri vi
−
= θi (wi − bi+1 ri+1 ) = θi (wi − ci+1 ).
θi ri
R
ri
By definition of bi , the equilibrium constraints of our model
reduce to the equilibrium constraints of the Varian model
[18], therefore this is an equilibrium in our extended model.
Our direct reduction to the regular GSP mechanism allows
us not only to prove the existence of Nash equilibria in our
setting but also provides a direct way to find a range of equilibria, as any equilibrium of GSP under the standard model
can be converted to an equilibrium of our model. Among
the most interesting of these equilibria is the envy-free equilibrium.
The envy free equilibrium of a particular auction mechanism must satisfy all the constraints of being an equilibrium for that mechanism. Additionally, it must be the case
that no player who is assigned a slot prefers to trade his
current slot for a new slot given the current prices. Thus
the envy-free constraint provides a natural fairness criterion. However, the precise definition of what an envy free
equilibrium entails depends on the players’ valuation model.

Under the standard valuation model, where the conversion
rate for advertisers is assumed to be independent of the other
sponsored ads which are displayed, [18, 10] showed that the
GSP mechanism has a unique envy-free equilibrium which
corresponds to the VCG equilibrium and can be obtained
by setting the players’ bids according to a specific recursive
rule.
Under our valuation model the players not only care about
the price of the slot they are allocated, but also about the
winning set of players who are allocated slots. Thus, one
natural way to define a GSP envy-free equilibrium in our
model is the following:
Definition 3. Given an allocation such that slot i is assigned to player i at price pi , the allocation is envy-free if it
satisfies the following conditions:
• Players who are assigned a slot have non-negative utility: For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k,


v i ri
− pi ≥ 0
θi ri
RS
• No losing player i prefers to enter the set of winning
players: For k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ k,


v i ri
θj ri
− pj ≤ 0
R S − rk + ri
• For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, the player in slot i does
not prefer slot j at current prices:




vi ri
v i ri
θi ri
− pi ≥ θj ri
− pj .
RS
RS
The reduction we provided in the proof of Theorem 2
above allows us to use the bidding rule of [18, 10] to directly
compute an envy-free equilibrium in our setting.
Theorem 4. In the externality model for keyword auctions, under the GSP mechanism, there is a pure Nash equilibrium which is envy-free.
Proof. Define the ordering of the players as in the proof
of Theorem 2, and set the losing players’ k + 1, . . . , n bids as
bi = vi ri2 /(RS − rk + ri ). Observe that this corresponds to a
bid of ci = bi ri = wi per the definitions in Theorem 2. We
can now set the bids of the winning players by recursively
setting them from player k up to player 2. The bidding rule
that derives the envy-free equilibrium can be expressed in
the original GSP mechanism by θi (wi −ci+1 ) = θi−1 (wi −ci )
or equivalently


θi
θi
wi +
ci+1 .
ci = 1 −
θi−1
θi−1
Using this rule we can recursively obtain the following bids
for the winning players 2, . . . , k.


θi
vi ri2
θi
bi = 1 −
+
bi+1 ri+1 .
θi−1 RS
θi−1
Finally, player 1 can bid arbitrarily high to ensure the
necessary conditions. It has been shown in [18, 10] that the
resulting bids and prices of this bidding rule define the envyfree equilibrium. But the equilibrium constraints are the
same in our model, therefore we get an envy-free equilibrium
under our model.
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Figure 2: Varying the number of available slots. 10 players, 1-9 slots, Values: Uniform distribution [1-100],
Relevances: Uniform distribution (0,1).

3.2

Efficiency and the VCG mechanism

A fundamental property of a mechanism is the efficiency
it achieves in equilibrium. As usual, the efficiency of an allocation π is defined as the total value it gives to the players
who are allocated a slot which, in the externalities model,
is:
P
eff(π) =

1≤i≤k

P

2
θi vπ(i) rπ(i)

1≤j≤k

rπ(i)

(2)

The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves or VCG mechanism [19, 9, 14]
is the mechanism which chooses the allocation so as to maximize efficiency. With VCG, it is in the best interest of
participating advertisers to bid their true valuation so the
input consists of the true values of the n players. (We assume that the relevances are public information.) VCG then
charges each player an amount equal to how much his presence affects the maximum efficiency achievable in the system. Specifically, let π−i be the maximum efficiency allocation when player i does not participate in the auction. The
VCG price for slot s, allocated to player i = π(s), is
θs vi ri2
.
1≤j≤k rπ(j)

p(s) = eff(π−i ) − eff(π) + P

(3)

Since GSP does not maximize efficiency, a basic question
one can ask is how much worse can it be. Unfortunately,
it turns out that GSP has equilibrium allocations with arbitrarily worse efficiency than VCG. This result is perhaps
not surprising given the fact that there exist VCG allocations which are not achievable as an equilibrium in GSP.
(See Claim 8 in the appendix.)
Claim 5. GSP equilibria can have efficiency arbitrarily
lower than that of the efficiency-maximizing allocation.
Proof. We show this for a simple example with 2 slots
and 3 players. Consider the players below,

Players
A
B
C

vi
1000/x2
999
998

ri
x
1
1

vi ri2
1000
999
998

The envy free GSP equilibrium (defined above) always
picks allocation AB: player A is picked for slot 1 as A maximizes vi ri2 , player B is picked for slot 2 as vb rb2 /(ra + rb ) >
vc rc2 /(ra +rc ). When x > 1 (sufficiently), then the efficiencymaximizing allocation will be BC. Thus we have
eff(OPT)
eff(BC)
(999θ1 + 998θ2 )/2
x
=
=
≈
eff(GSP)
eff(AB)
(1000θ1 + 999θ2 )/(x + 1)
2
Setting x arbitrarily proves the claim.
In the experiments described in Section 4 we see that for
random instances, the efficiency of the GSP equilibrium is
usually more than 75% of the VCG efficiency.
We now delve into VCG under the externalities model in a
bit more detail. We begin by studying the implementability
of VCG. Note that our model is not a standard unit-demand
combinatorial auction, since the players’ values depend on
the set of winners. Nonetheless, the following theorem indicates that it is possible to implement VCG efficiently even
in our model.
Theorem 6. Assume that all input parameters are integers. Then the VCG mechanism can be run in polynomial
time.
Proof. See Appendix.
Finally, we observe that VCG in this setting has some
undesirable properties.
Claim 7. VCG has the following three unappealing properties:
1. The VCG prices may be negative.
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Figure 3: Varying the standard deviation of the relevances distribution. 10 players, 3 slots, Values: Uniform
distribution [1-100], Relevances: Normal distribution with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.05-0.30.
2. The output of VCG may not be envy free.
3. When the number of slots is unconstrained, VCG allocates only one slot.
Proof. See Appendix.
The first part of the claim shows that under the VCG
mechanism, it is possible to charge negative prices for slots.
Thus under some circumstances the search engine would be
required to pay advertisers to participate in the auction.
Note that this relies on the fact that we only consider allocations that allocate all k slots, and do not consider allocations of less than k slots to be feasible. In contrast, the GSP
mechanism never charges negative prices to any advertiser.

4.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

In this section we empirically study how competition among
advertisers affects the various participants in the auction.
We vary the competition within a keyword auction in one
of two ways: by varying the number of available advertisement slots, and by varying the relevances of advertisers competing in the auction. In practice, the number of slots is
chosen by the search engine and usually differs per keyword
without the search engine revealing its decision process. The
relevances of the competitive advertisements also depend on
the keyword and which search engine the auction is run on,
but it is not clear if and how these relevances are related to
the advertisers’ values and bids.
Under various settings of competition, we look at the following metrics:
• search engine revenue, which can be broken down into
click probabilities and prices per click;
• user satisfaction, as measured by both buying (conversion) probability and the sum of relevances of displayed ads (a measure of the quality of the set of results
shown); and

• efficiency, where we compare GSP and VCG.
We also consider the impact of the recently implemented
change in which search engines sometimes divide sponsored
search results into two sets: those shown at the top, which
are required to have a minimum quality or relevance threshold and those on the side, which are chosen according to
strict rank by revenue without concern for quality. The motivation for this change was to ensure that the most prominently displayed ads would be of high quality and thus be
satisfying to users. We study experimentally how such a
decision affects the properties of our system by varying the
minimum relevance required to win a slot.

4.1

Experimental Setup

In all experiments, we define the keyword auction as follows: we use three slots and ten players. Feng et al.[11] state
that the click-through rates are typically well fitted to the
geometrically decreasing sequence θi = (.7)i−1 , and this is
the sequence we use. Each plotted point represent the average of 1000 instances where for each instance, the values
of the players are chosen independently and uniformly from
the range [0, 100]. We always take the outcome of the GSP
keyword auction to be the envy-free equilibrium defined previously.
In experiments where we analyze a particular quantity
(such as search engine revenue) with respect to the number
of slots, the relevances of the players are chosen independently and uniformly from the range [0, 1] and the number
of slots varies from 1 to 9. We have two scenarios for creating competition in our experiments by varying the relevance
of players. In the first scenario the relevances are chosen
independently from a normal distribution with mean .5 and
standard deviation σ. We analyze the metrics described
above by varying σ from .05 to .3 in .05 increments. In
the second scenario we create a homogeneous set of players
by choosing every player’s relevance to have correlation c to
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that player’s value3 . We analyze quantities of interest while
varying the correlation c from −0.7 to 0.7 in .1 increments.

4.2

Slot Availability

A critical choice that significantly affects the auctions for a
given keyword is the number of available advertisement slots.
In Figure 2, we show the various metrics as the number of
slots is varied from 1 to 9.
As expected, this figure shows that as the number of slots
increases, the total quality displayed to the user (sum of
relevances) increases and the average number of received
clicks increases. This would seem to suggest that it is in
the best interest of the search engine to display many highly
relevant ads. However, increasing the number of displayed
ads also increases the competitiveness of the market and
could lead to lower utility for advertisers and hence cause
their bids to go down. And indeed this is exactly what we
see. As the number of slots increases, slot prices drop and
the total revenue for the search engine decreases with more
slots.
On the left side of Figure 2, we consider search engine
revenue under two different scenarios: when the value of a
conversion is positively correlated with the relevance of the
advertiser and when it is uncorrelated. Not surprisingly,
search engine revenue is higher when these values are positively correlated, but in both cases, the effects of competition result in decreasing revenue with increasing numbers of
slots.
Focusing on the uncorrelated case4 , the figure shows that
the buying (conversion) probability of the end-user also decreases with more slots. This behavior is consistent with
customer behavioral studies (e.g., [17]) which claim that
customers become confused when presented with too many
appealing or similar choices, and thus have a harder time
finalizing their decisions. However when a few sponsored results look noticeably more relevant than the rest, or only a
3

c refers to the Pearson correlation factor.
4
The results for the correlated case are very similar.

few sponsored results are shown, the user is more likely to
make a purchase.
Putting these observations together, we see that there is
a tradeoff when it comes to the number of slots to allocate.
User happiness is likely to be some combination of total
relevance seen and buying probability. Keeping users happy
keeps them coming back which ultimately increases search
engine revenue. Thus, even if our model reflects reality and
it is the case that displaying multiple ads lowers revenue in a
single keyword auction, it is unclear how revenue is affected
over time. Resolving this question is an interesting direction
for future research.

4.3

Distribution of Relevances

We next examine how a varying distribution of relevances
affects the participants of the system for a fixed number of
slots. The results are shown in Figure 3. Not surprisingly,
as the variance of the relevances increases, we find that the
sum of the relevances presented to the user and the average number of received clicks increase. More interesting,
but not unexpected, is the fact that the buying probability
increases. Again, this corresponds to the observation that
having roughly equal choices (low variance in relevances)
makes it more difficult for the user to make a decision to
buy.
On the other hand, we see that increasing the variance
of relevances causes a decrease in the slot prices, enough to
make the total revenue remain roughly at the same level.
Thus, if the results in Figure 3 are representative of reality,
higher variance of the relevances’ distribution does not affect the search engine’s revenue significantly, but increases
user satisfaction. This could have implications for how the
search engine should choose which advertisers are allowed to
participate in each auction.

4.4

Value-Relevance Correlation

It is unknown to us whether or not in practice there is
any correlation, positive or negative, between the values of
advertisers and their relevances. In order to understand the
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effects of any such correlations, should they exist, we study
our metrics as the correlation varies from negative to positive. The results are shown in Figure 4.
The results in Figure 4 suggest that the slot prices per
click remain fairly unaffected by correlation. (Notice that
these pay per click prices might not be monotone in the
order of slots; however the effective payments will be, as
they are multiplied by the relevance of the players occupying
the respective slots.) We expect that positive correlation
results in advertisements allocated to higher slots having
both higher values and higher relevances. Consequently, as
correlation increases, the number of received clicks increases,
resulting in higher search engine revenue.
Overall, it seems that a positive correlation between the
values and relevances is quite critical in the system’s performance and a study to reveal what kind of correlation is
exhibited in practice could be a key step in optimizing such
systems.

4.5

0.4

Relevance Threshold

Relevance Threshold

We next explore the impact of the recent introduction of
a minimum relevance threshold for a “prime” set of slots.
In these experiments, we studied the various metrics as the
minimum threshold of relevance to be considered for the auction varies from 0 (no threshold) up to around the maximum
relevance value. The results are shown in Figure 5.
What we see here is that, for our choice of parameters,
none of the metrics change much until the threshold is around
0.4. This is mostly attributable to the fact that the winners of the auction often don’t change. Starting at a minimum relevance threshold of 0.4, however, the search engine
starts trading off revenue for user satisfaction, because at
this point, and until a threshold of about 0.6, both buying
probability and the sum of relevances displayed is essentially
unchanged. Beyond a threshold of 0.6, the sum of relevances
starts to drop because there simply aren’t enough advertisers
of high relevance. Clearly, choosing the relevance threshold
is an important optimization question for the search engine.

4.6

Market Efficiency

Finally, we compare efficiency of the GSP envy-free equilibrium to the efficiency of VCG, when both are required to
allocate 3 slots.
Figure 6 plots the efficiency of VCG and GSP as a function
of the correlation between players’ values and relevances.
The first thing we see is that the bad example given in
Claim 5 showing that the efficiency of the envy free equilibrium could be very poor compared to the VCG efficiency
is a rarity among random instances. In fact the efficiency of
the GSP equilibrium is nearly comparable to the efficiency of
VCG. The GSP efficiency is most competitive with the VCG
efficiency when there is positive correlation between players’
values and relevances (c > .3), and slightly less competitive
when there is a negative correlation. (Note that in our bad
example from Claim 5 the values and relevances are negatively correlated.)
The efficiency of the GSP equilibrium is less robust when
the advertisers have more diverse relevances. Figure 6 plots
the efficiency of VCG and GSP for this setting. Generally
as the relevances of players get more varied, the efficiency of
GSP gets farther from the VCG efficiency.

5.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a model that incorporates the effects of
competing advertisements in sponsored search auctions. We
developed this model by doing a thought experiment exploring how we thought a user interested in making a purchase
might behave when presented with a set of advertisements.
Indeed, the model we propose has many of the qualitative
properties we expect in this setting.
On the other hand, our model may not reflect reality in
some ways. First, there is the fact that search engine revenue, efficiency and the probability that the user converts all
decrease with increasing numbers of slots. We do not know
if this is reasonable or is a property that is seen in practice.
Second, there appears to be empirical evidence that conver-
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sion rates are higher for lower slots than for higher slots [6].
This will not happen in our model unless, for some reason,
relevances and values are inversely correlated in such a way
that relevances tended to be higher for lower slots. Third,
there is some anecdotal evidence [7] that a user is more likely
to buy something from an ad he more recently clicked on.
Finally, our model does not reflect the fact that some users
are purely browsers and have no intention of buying, but
still generate clicks.
There are of course many other possible models that would
be interesting to explore to help deal with these issues. For
example, here are two possibilities:
• Consider the following simple variation on the model
described in this paper: The click probabilities and
the overall probability of buying are the same as what
we presented here. However, if the user clicks on slots
i1 , i2 , . . . , is , in that order, and then decides to buy,
then the probability that the purchase is made from
slot is is proportional to ris , the probability that the
ri
purchase is made from slot is−1 is proportional to s−1
,
2
the probability that the purchase is made from slot
is−2 is proportional to ris−2 /3, and so on. In other
words, while the probability of making a purchase from
a particular advertiser is related to their quality, it also
diminishes the farther in the past the click on the associated advertisement occurred.
• Another possibility is to consider two types of users:
browsers and buyers. For each user, there is some
probability α that that user is a browser, and corresponding probability 1 − α that the user is a buyer.
Associated with browsers is a sequence of clickthrough
rates θ10 > θ20 > . . . > θk0 , such that the probability
that a browser clicks on the ad in slot i with relevance
ri is θi0 ri . However, a browser will never makes a purchase. Associated with buyers is a different sequence
of clickthrough rates θ100 > θ200 > . . . > θk00 , such that
the probability that the buyer clicks on the ad in slot
i with relevance ri is θi00 ri . Once the potential buyer

finishes clicking, they choose whether to convert, and
if so, from which advertiser to buy, according to the
model in this paper.
With this model, the probability that a user converts
on player i’s ad in slot i given that he clicks on it is
ri
/(αθi0 + (1 − α)θi00 ).
(1 − α)θi00
RS
In addition to capturing both types of users, this model
has the property that if the θi00 sequence decays faster
with i than the θi0 sequence (and it seems likely that
buyers would be more prone to clicking than browsers),
then the factor multiplying RriS in the above expression would increase with i. This corresponds to the
observed property that conversion rates may increase
with slot number.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have taken first steps towards understanding the effects of competing advertisements in sponsored search auctions. We have studied this model using
a combination of theoretical analysis and empirical evaluation and have shown that it has many of the qualitative
properties we expect.
Clearly, this is not the only reasonable model – we have
outlined some alternatives in the previous section. We plan
to explore these other models in the near future.

7.
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APPENDIX
Claim 8. There exist a VCG allocation which cannot be
realized in any GSP equilibrium.
Proof. We will give an example for 2 slots and 3 bidders.
Suppose the VCG allocation is to allocate the bidders in
order ABC. As θ1 > θ2 this implies that va ra2 > vb rb2 as
otherwise VCG would reverse AB in the allocation.
What conditions must be satisfied for this allocation to
be a GSP equilibrium? WLOG we can assume that player
A will get the top slot by bidding infinity so that players B
and C will not target slot 1. Let R = ra +rb +rc , and let the
prices of slot 1 and 2 be p1 = bb rb , p2 = bc rc . In order for

this allocation to be an equilibrium in GSP, it is necessary
and sufficient to satisfy the following constraints:
p2
p1

≤ p1
≤ va ra2 /(R − rc )

p2

≤ vb rb2 /(R − rc )

p1 − (θ2 /θ1 )p2 ≤ (1 − (θ2 /θ1 ))va ra2 /(R − rc )
vc rc2 /(R − rb ) ≤ p1
The second inequality follows from the third and fourth
inequalities (as vb rb2 ≤ va ra2 ) and can be eliminated. Observe that p2 is upper bounded in two equations and lower
bounded on only one equation, so for any feasible solution
(p1 , p2 ) there exists a feasible solution (p1 , p02 ) such that the
lower bound is tight. In other words, without loss of generality we can assume that
p2 = (θ1 /θ2 )p1 − (θ1 /θ2 − 1)va ra2 /(R − rc )
Substituting in for p2 , the constraints above are equivalent to the following equation which must be satisfied to get
allocation ABC as a GSP equilibrium:


θ2 vb rb2
va ra2
θ2
vc rc2
≤
+ 1−
.
(4)
R − rb
θ1 R − rc
θ1 R − rc
Any VCG allocation (for 2 slots, 3 bidders) which violates
equation 4 is not achievable as a GSP equilibrium. The
example given in Claim 7, part (2), the VCG allocation is
ABC. For click-through-rates θ1 = 1 and θ2 = .92) the right
hand side of equation 4 is (.95(39) + .05(48))/3 = 13.15 and
the left hand side is 80/6 = 13.333. Thus Equation 4 is
violated implying that the ordering A, B, C cannot be an
equilibrium in GSP.

A.

PROOF OF RESULTS OF SECTION 3.2

Proof of Theorem 6. For any set of values v1 , . . . vn and
relevances r1 , . . . , rn , we will prove that the allocation of
maximum efficiency assigning k slots can be found in polynomial time. Thus, for any given set of players, the allocation of maximum efficiency can be found in polynomial
time. This implies the Theorem, as the VCG prices can be
calculated from the maximum efficiency allocations for two
sets of players per slot.
First consider the decision version of the problem: Does
there exist an allocation σ with efficiency greater than equal
to W ? Going back to Equation (2), this is equivalent to
asking whether there exists an allocation σ such that
X
2
θi rσ(i)
vσ(i) − W rσ(i) ≥ 0
(5)
1≤i≤k

To answer this question, define a complete bipartite graph G
with n vertices on the right side (representing the players),
k vertices on the left side (the slots), such that the edge
between player j and slot s has weight θs rj2 vj − W rj + B.
Here B = W maxi ri is a value to ensure that all weights are
positive. Compute a maximum weight matching on G. Since
all edge weights are positive, the maximum weight matching
of G has k edges, hence corresponds to an allocation of the
k slots; and it has weight at least kB iff there exists an
allocation σ which assigns k slots and has efficiency at least
W . As maximum weight matching in G can be found in

O(n3 + k2 ) steps, we can answer the decision version of the
problem in poly-time.
The optimization problem can be solved by doing binary
search along a bounded interval of possible efficiency values, using the decision version algorithm to check for the
existence of allocations with particular efficiencies. The inequality (a1 +. . .+an )/(b1 +. . .+bn ) ≤ max ai /bi can be used
on Equation (2) to derive an upper bound for the efficiency
of any allocation of max1≤j≤n vj rj . Thus the initial binary
search interval is [0, max(vj rj )]. Now, in order to bound the
number of steps of the binary search, we compute a lower
bound on the difference in efficiencies of two allocations π
and σ. Each input parameter is an integer. If π and σ have
distinct efficiencies, then
1
1
P
≥ 2,
|ef f (π) − ef f (σ)| ≥ P
( 1≤j≤k rπ(j) )( 1≤j≤k rσ(j) )
R
where R denotes the sum of k highest relevances in the input.
Thus we can stop the binary search when the interval is of
size 1/R2 , and return the last allocation where the decision
version algorithm returned a positive answer. Going from
an interval of size max vj rj to one of size 1/R2 using binary
search can be done by solving O(log(R2 max vi ri )) decision
problems, giving a polynomial time algorithm for finding the
allocation of maximum efficiency.
Proof of Claim 7, part (1). We demonstrate this using
a simple example with 2 slots having click through rates
θ1 = 1 and θ2 = 1/2. Consider the following players:
Player A
Player B
Player C

Value
1
1-ε
1/8

Relevance
1
1
2

It is easy to check that allocation AB has the highest efficiency of (θ1 va ra2 + θ2 vb rb2 )/(ra + rb ) ∼ 3/4. Now let us
examine the price of the second slot p2 . If player B was
not participating in the auction, the most efficient allocation of the remaining players would be AC, with efficiency
5
approximately 12
. Finally the value B obtains from allocation ABC is θ2 v2 r22 /(r1 + r2 ) ∼ 1/4. Therefore using
the vcg pricing equation 3, the total price for slot 2 is:
5
1
p2 ' 12
− 34 + 41 = − 12
.
It is not hard to generalize this example to larger instances
where the VCG prices are negative. Since VCG is forced to
fill k slots, this situation may occur when a low relevance
high valued bidder (such as B) is part of the VCG allocation and his next best replacement is a bidder of with much
higher relevance.
Proof of Claim 7, part (2). Once again we demonstrate
this with a simple 2 slots example, with click through rates
θ1 = 1 θ2 = .95. Consider the following set of bidders 5
Player
A
B
C

Value
12
39
5

Relevance
2
1
4

Examining all possible allocations it is easy to check that the
allocation AB has efficiency of (θ1 va ra2 + θ2 vb rb2 )/(ra + rb ) ∼
5
We can always scale all relevance in this example to be ≤ 1
and the same results would hold.

3/4 which is the highest. Now let us calculate the VCG
prices for slot 1 and 2:
p1

= ef f (CB) − ef f (AB) + va ra2 /(ra + rb ) = 11.06

p2

= ef f (CA) − ef f (AB) + θ2 vb rb2 /(ra + rb ) = 4.90

This is not envy free as A would rather have slot 2 at price
$4.90 then his current slot at price $11.06. Indeed, A’s utility
at his current slot is θ1 (va ra2 /(R−rc )−p1 ) = 4.94 whereas his
utility in slot 2 at price p2 would be θ2 (va ra2 /(R −rc )−pb ) =
10.54.
Proof of Claim 7, part (3).
Suppose not and let σ a more
P efficient allocation containing k ≥ 2 slots and let S = ki=1 rσ(i) . The efficiency of σ
2
2
is ef f (σ) = (θ1 vσ(1) rσ(1)
+ . . . + θk vσ(k) rσ(k)
)/S.
Let m be the player who maximizes vi ri so that vm rm ≥
vσ(i) rσ(i) . Using this and the fact that θ1 > θs for all slots
s > 1, we get
ef f (σ) < θ1 vm rm (rσ(1) + . . . + rσ(k) )/S = θ1 vm rm
The right hand side of the inequality is the efficiency of
allocation the top slot is allocated to player m.

